
CircleUp!™: Comprehensible Input in your Pocket!
The CircleUp!™ card system is an easy and fun way to a new language -- whether 
you're the teacher or the student!

We learn language better when we can understand it, and one way to make language 
easier to understand is to start with little pieces, repeat them, and then add on extra 
things one at a time. CircleUp!™ makes it easy to do that in an interesting, engaging 
way, whether you're a trained teacher helping others learn or a person working with a 
native-speaking informant trying to learn an unusual or endangered language.

There are different kinds of CircleUp!™ 
decks. You can mix and match as you like!

"Circle" cards (with a dark purple back) 
are the heart of the CircleCards™ system. 
These cards help the teacher ask circling 
questions about different parts of a 
sentence, without repeating or having to 
think about what to ask next.

"Ask" cards (with a pink back) add a little 
extra to what's being talked about. An 
"Ask" card guides the teacher to ask a 

question to get more detail or information about the original sentence.

Another type of CircleUp! card decks is the "Details" deck. This deck gives you ideas for 
specifics you can use in your questions, especially for choice-type questions, and also 
provides a short explanation of each one for teachers who may not be culturally 
American.

The starter package comes with the Circle and Ask decks. When you're starting out with 
CircleUp™, you may wish to use only the "Circle" cards, to keep things simple. When 
you're more comfortable using the system, feel free to add "Ask" cards to your deck. 
Doing this a few cards at a time is best; otherwise things will get overwhelming. You can 
always add or remove pink cards from your deck, based on what language you want to 
practice. Remember, narrow and deep, with lots of repetition, is what get language into 
your brain fastest!

So how many questions can I ask?

Using the Circle deck, and assuming you start with a simple sentence with three parts 
(a subject, a verb, and an object) and three "shadows" or alternatives for these parts, 
there are 12 questions you could ask in most languages. This means questions that can 
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be answered using nothing but the information in the original sentence and the 
"shadow" sentence, without adding any additional information. 

Using the "Circle" deck 

"Circle" cards are the nuts and bolts of the CircleUp!™ system. They prompt the teacher 
or tutor to ask a specific question about a specific part of a sentence. Teachers who are 
experienced in circling can ask all the possible questions in random order without 
thinking, but when you're starting out, under pressure, or have other things on your 
mind, it can be hard to remember all the possible questions and put them in an 
unpredictable order while also thinking about classroom management, language, and 
other things.

To use the "Circle" cards, you must first have a phrase or sentence to talk about. You 
can pick your own, or use one from your textbook or reading text. You will ask questions 
about that sentence to give students practice in understanding those (new) words and 
structures of the language. All the questions about that sentence must be ONLY about 
information that is in that sentence, and the question must be answerable using only 
what the sentence itself says. Don't worry -- the cards will help you!

First, assign a color to each part of your sentence. This could be in your mind, or on 
paper or a whiteboard. It doesn't matter what color goes with which part, but you may 
find it easier to be consistent in your own use of the colors over time. We'll use a simple 
example sentence in English to show how this is done.

! ! ! ! Bob    is buying    a horse.

Next, we'll "cut" this sentence into three parts -- "Bob", "is buying" and "a horse". In 
grammatical terms, in this particular sentence, this happens to be the subject, the verb, 
and the object of the sentence. (Other sentences may be "cut" into different pieces 
depending on their structure. You can learn more about how to "cut up" a sentence or 
TPRS® item in a good circling workshop or training.) We'll assign a color to each of 
these parts. It doesn't matter what color goes with what part of the sentence, but you 
need to remain consistent throughout a session, so all the questions get asked.

! ! !

Each of these colors corresponds to one of the card colors you'll find in the "Circle" 
deck. So, all of the red cards in the "Circle" deck will be used on the part of the 
sentence that is red -- in this case, "Bob" (the subject). All of the gold cards will be used 
on the part of the sentence that is gold -- "is buying", and so on.

Bob is buying a horse



It's also helpful to think up a "shadow" (another word that could go in that position) for 
each of these sentence parts, because we will need to ask some questions about this 
sentence that can be answered "No". To do that, we use those "shadow" parts. If we ask 
"Does Bob buy a horse?" the answer would be Yes. Only if we ask about someone else 
-- say, George -- would the answer is No, and we need to ask questions that are 
answered with "No" so the students can hear those language forms. Because all the 
information that can be used to answer the question must come from the sentence or 
the "shadow", for the purpose of circling, Bob is the person who buys horses, and 
George does not buy horses. 

So let's think of a "shadow" for all three parts of the sentence, so we can ask "No" 
questions. (It's easier to have planned one in advance, though you can also just make 
one up on the spot if you feel comfortable doing that. (In class, you will often circle your 
sentence using suggestions from students as "shadows".)

So "Bob" and "George" are both red, "is buying" and "is eating" are both gold, and "a 
horse" and "a moose" are all blue. Make sure the students understand what the original 
sentence means, and be sure to explain the meaning of the shadow parts when they 
come up, if the students do not understand what they mean.

Time to get started! Let's draw a card from the "Circle" deck.

This card is red, so we will think about the part of the sentence that is 
red when asking a question. The card tells us to ask a question that 
would be answered "No". We look at our original sentence, and see 
that we have "George" as a shadow item for the Red part. What 
question can we ask now that uses the shadow item "George", and 
would be answered "No" based on the information in the original 
sentence ("Bob is buying a horse")?

! ! ! ! ! Is George buying a horse?

Because we drew a Red card, we could only work with the Red part of the sentence, so 
we left the other parts of the sentence alone. Because we wanted the answer to the 
question to be "No", we used the Red shadow item to ask the question. (If we had used 
the original Red part ("Bob") to ask, the answer would have been "Yes", but that's not 
what this card is asking for.)

Bob is buying a horse

George is eating a moose
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What if this card had been a Blue card?

We would look only at the Blue part of the sentence, and find the 
shadow item we have ready. It's "a moose". So -- without changing 
anything else in our original sentence -- we can ask a question that 
will be answered "No".

! ! Is Bob buying a moose?

The second type of cards in the "Circle" pack are YES question cards.  Red, Gold, 
Green and Blue "YES" cards all instruct us to ask a question which could be answered 
"Yes". So, for all of those cards, the question to be asked would be 
the same:

! ! ! ! ! Is Bob buying a horse?

Too easy?  NO!  Don't miss out on the power of asking "obvious" 
questions like that one. It may seem too easy or too boring to the 
teacher, but to the student, it isn't! These questions add a lot of 
repetition to the game, and the more repetition there is (without 
being predictible or boring), the easier it is for the student to pick 
up that new language.

The third type of card in the "Circle" pack is the ???? cards. When you pick one of 
these, you must look at the colored part of the sentence and decide 
which wh- question word (question words like "who?", "what?", 
"where?", and so on) could be used to ask a question about it. 
Let's imagine we picked a Blue ??? card.

! !
Bob is buying a horse

The blue part of our sentence is "a horse".  We need to ask a 
question about that part of the sentence -- but not a yes-or-no 
question. So we need to ask "What?"

! ! ! What is Bob buying?

For the other colors of "????" cards, just pick the correct question word and ask the 
question. It might be "Who?", "When?", "Where?" or another question word, depending 
on what sentence you are working with.
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If you get the Gold "???" card, things get a little tricky -- you will need to 
ask "What is Bob doing?" This is a great sentence for students to know 
in any language, and after you ask it a few times, they will easily pick it 
up. You may want to post it on the wall, with its English translation, right 
from the beginning of the school year, for beginners.

The final type of "Circle" card is the "Or" card. When you 
pick an "Or" card, you must give the student a choice when asking your 
question. So, you'll use both the original colored part of the sentence and 
the shadow part, at the same time.

If you pick the Gold "Or" card, for example, you'll need to use both the 
original Gold part of the sentence ("is buying") and the shadow Gold part 
("is eating"). So the question would be:

! Is Bob buying a horse, or is Bob eating a horse?

You'll notice that there are four colors of cards in the Circle deck -- Red, Gold, Blue and 
Green. So far, our sentence has only had three parts. But if you want to teach more 
complicated language, or simply add some details to this sentence (maybe using an Ask 
deck!), you might have a fourth part of the sentence. Simply assign the color Green to 
this part and use the Circle cards normally. If you don't have four parts, just ignore 
Green cards when they come up, or remove them from your Circle deck.

Because you can assign the colors of the Circle cards to any part of the sentence you 
like, the CircleUp!™ system is very versatile, and can be used to guide practice for 
language learners and teachers at any level, from beginners to advanced. Simply make 
sure that there is a color assigned to anything that's new!

Using the Skills cards in the Circle deck

The Circle deck also comes with some cards that are designed to remind you of good 
TPRS® practices. If you're new to circling, you may want to just remove these cards for 
the time being, until you feel comfortable formulating the questions. 

Here's a rundown of the different Skills cards:

Pause and Point:  reminds you to stop and physically point to the new words on your 
whiteboard, wall poster, or wherever you have it displayed. This keeps your speed down 
and gives students processing time.

Comprehension Check: reminds you to stop and ask a student to translate what was 
just said into English. This could be your question or an answer to a question. It is 
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important to get this window into what's going on in the students' heads, so you can 
avoid them spending a lot of time reinforcing a wrong impression of what things mean.

Recap: reminds you to stop and retell the entire story or conversation from the 
beginning. This gives added repetition and gives students a chance to "catch up" if they 
were feeling a bit overwhelmed.

Popup: reminds you to highlight (very briefly -- under 5 seconds) some aspect of the 
language. Generally this means just saying something very quickly like "What does the -
s on the end of 'tienes' mean?". These questions can be differentiated to suit different 
types of students. It's not possible to explain everything about teaching grammar in 
TPRS® in one paragraph here; a good workshop with an experienced trainer is the best 
choice.

Slow:  needs no explanation! This reminds you to slow down. If you think you're going 
slowly, go even more slowly. I cannot remember a teacher ever going too slowly!

3-fer: 3-fers are a technique used when asking a "No" question. This gives additional 
repetition. Teachers and tutors can make the question cycle even more powerful as a 
language learning tool by repeating student answers (correctly, of course!) Students 
need not answer in a full sentence as long as their response does respond to the 
question. But don't stop with repeating the answer alone, if the answer was "No"! The 
teacher or tutor can then repeat the correct answer, reject the wrong answer (if there is 
one) and repeat the correct answer again. That's a lot more repetition of good language 
for the student to hear.

Here's an example. Suppose the sentence is still "Bob is buying a horse." The question 
card was a Gold "No" card, so we use the Gold shadow item "is eating" and ask:

! ! ! ! ! Is Bob eating a horse?

The answer (just as the card wanted!) is "No." Maybe the student just says "No" or even 
just shakes his head. That answer is correct, but we want the student to hear more 
language. So the teacher or tutor can reinforce that by saying: "Right! Bob is buying a 
horse. He isn't eating a horse. He's buying a horse."  This kind of repetition 
(sometimes called a "threefer" in TPRS® circles, because you give three sentences in 
response to the student's answer) is very important, because it gives the student a great 
model of how to answer questions, with all the grammar patterns that might be needed. 
It increases the number of times the student hears the new words. And over time, after 
hearing these repetitions, the student will begin to use the grammar patterns himself, in 
a very natural way.



Using "Ask" Cards

"Ask" cards allow you to add more interest and more complex 
language to your learning or teaching. Each of the "Ask" cards 
prompts the teacher or tutor to ask a question related to the basic 
sentence in some way. You don't need to use all the Ask cards in one 
session -- you may even choose not to use any of them, for example, 
in the case of a beginner. Adding them consistently over the course 
of time ensures that the learner acquires a much broader command 
of the language than simple sentences alone.

Let's say we're still using the same basic sentence:
 

! ! ! !
Bob is buying a horse

The student is getting a little bit tired of answering questions about this sentence, so 
there are two options: start a new sentence, or add some more details to this one. 
Usually it is a good idea to add at least one or two details to a sentence, so that the 
student can get more repetition of the basic sentence without feeling bored (it's still 
interesting, because the focus is on the added details, though the basic sentence is still 
being repeated).

If we drew the "How Many?" card from the "Ask" deck, we would need to ask some 
question about this sentence that has to do with "how many" of something. The most 
obvious one to ask would be:

! ! ! How many horses is Bob buying?

The answer will have to be made up, because it is not in the original sentence. This is 
true for all the "Ask" cards. Once you (or the students!) have decided on the answer for 
this question, you could expand the original sentence (add a green section) and 
continue asking questions about the new-and-improved expanded sentence.

You can continue adding "Ask" cards to your sentence to make it as long and as 
detailed as you like! The more you ask, the more language you cover. Be cautious 
about adding too many different "Ask" cards if you're working with a beginner. 
Remember, the main point of comprehensible input is to be understood and to repeat a 
lot. Adding too many new words or details means that each one gets less repetition, and 
will be learned less effectively.

Bob is buying eleven horses
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Cards and Questions

This chart will give you an example of what questions would be asked when each type 
of card is drawn.

SENTENCE:  John eats toast.

"SHADOW": (Bob drinks root beer.)

Card Question to Ask

RED "YES" Does John eat toast?

RED "NO" Does Bob eat toast?

RED "OR" Does John or Bob eat toast?

RED "???" Who eats toast?

YELLOW "YES" Does John eat toast?

YELLOW "NO" Does John drink toast?

YELLOW "OR" Does John eat or drink toast?

YELLOW "???" What does John do?

BLUE "YES" Does John eat toast?

BLUE "NO" Does John eat root beer?

BLUE "OR" Does John eat toast or root beer?

BLUE "???" What does John eat?


